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Abstract

Engine downsizing and boosting have been recognized as effective strategies

for improving engine efficiency. However, operating the engines at high load

promotes abnormal combustion events, such as pre-ignition and potential

superknock. Currently the most effective method for detecting pre-ignition

is by using in-cylinder pressure sensors that have high precision and sensi-

tivity, but also high cost. Due to rapid advances in automotive technology

such as autonomous driving, computer-aided designs and future connectivity,

we propose to use a complimentary data-driven strategy for diagnosing ab-

normal combustion events. To this end, a data-driven diagnostics approach

for pre-ignition detection with deep neural networks is proposed. The suc-

cess of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in object detection and recur-

rent neural networks (RNNs) in sequence forecasting inspired us to develop
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these models for pre-ignition detection. For a cost-effective strategy, we use

data from less expensive sensors, such as lambda and low-resolution exhaust

back pressure (EBP), instead of high resolution in-cylinder pressure mea-

surements. The first deep learning model is combined with a commonly used

dimensionality reduction tool–Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The

second model eliminates this step and directly processes time-series data.

Results indicate that the first model with reduced input dimensions, and

correspondingly smaller size of the network, shows better performance in de-

tecting pre-ignition cycles with an F1 score of 79 %. Overall, the proposed

deep learning approach is a promising alternative for abnormal combustion

diagnostics using data from low resolution sensors.

Keywords: Pre-ignition detection, Spark-ignited engines, Data-driven

diagnostics

1. Introduction1

To meet stringent carbon dioxide emissions regulations and fuel economy2

targets for the future, significant development of both gasoline and diesel3

engines is required. Downsizing is considered to be one of the most promising4

methods to reduce the fuel consumption and carbon footprint of gasoline5

cars [1]. Downsized engines achieve high power output by turbocharging6

or boosting, wherein intake air density is increased using exhaust enthalpy.7

The elevated temperature and pressure levels inside the combustion chamber8

can result in more abnormal combustion events. Since the 2000’s, a new9

form of irregular combustion, known as low speed pre-ignition (LSPI), has10

become an issue for automakers. LSPI, further referred as PI, is defined as11
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the ignition of the charge (fuel and air mixture) prior to spark plug firing,12

more frequently at low engine speeds (under 3000 rpm) and high load. PI13

can transition to super- or mega- knock, which can mechanically destroy the14

engine. Therefore, pre-ignition has been recognized as a key limiting factor15

for further engine downsizing.16

The main focus of current research has been to understand the nature of17

pre-ignition and to develop measures to avoid it. PI is qualitatively similar to18

knock, since both are abnormal ignition events. Currently, there are several19

knock detection tools, such as combustion noise detection, in-cylinder com-20

bustion pressure detection, and engine block vibration detection. Due to its21

high signal-to-noise ratio and high sensitivity, combustion pressure sensors22

can precisely detect knock in each cylinder. Although measurement of pres-23

sure oscillations for knock detection is not considered devoid of problems,24

this technique is recognized as the most effective approach. Unfortunately,25

the high cost for pressure sensors and signal conditioning limits the practical26

application of in-cylinder combustion pressure detection for engine controls.27

Combustion noise detection has low signal-to-noise ratio and low detection28

precision, so it is not a frequently used tool. Detecting engine block vibrations29

for knock sensing is widely used in vehicles, due to its high signal-to-noise30

ratio, high sensitivity, and low cost. However, due to its fixed position in the31

engine, it is not so effective to distinguish knock in each cylinder or other32

oscillations [2]. Ion current signal is another useful tool for dynamic PI di-33

agnostics that has been extensively studied. Studies have shown that ion34

current signals can be effectively used for PI detection in turbocharged en-35

gines [2, 3, 4]. A study by Wu et al.[5] showed that the ion current sensing,36
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when compared to detecting engine block vibration, has higher precision,37

easier signal processing, lower cost and can be mounted separately for each38

cylinder. Although this tool offers high precision and low cost, the instability39

of the ion current signal over a wide range of engine speeds and loads raises40

questions over its immediate practical implementation in passenger vehicles.41

In contrast to steady-state laboratory experiments, PI in on-road driving42

tests was found to occur at engine speeds higher than 3000 rpm [6]. The43

patterns of stochastic pre-ignition in actual cars are more complex and have44

a transient nature. Recognizing these highly variable patterns in current on-45

board sensors is getting more challenging. Abnormal combustion diagnostics46

using existing methods are reaching their limits, so alternative approaches47

are necessary.48

Recently, deep learning (DL) networks have dramatically improved the49

state-of-the-art in object detection, speech recognition, video segmentation50

and other application domains, such as drug discovery and genomics. DL51

uses artificial neural networks (ANNs), and is based on a specific type of52

learning mechanism. This learning mechanism allows computational models53

that are composed of several layers to learn representations of data with mul-54

tiple levels of abstraction. Several variations of both machine learning and55

deep learning approaches have been proposed for vehicle fault diagnostics.56

These include misfire detection in conventional internal combustion engines57

[7, 8], and in dynamic skip fired engines [9]. Gunnemann and Pfeffer [10]58

addressed the problem of engine damage prediction using deep convolutional59

neural networks (CNNs) from structure-borne noise. Yuan et al. [11] em-60

ployed recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for fault detection and estimation61
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of remaining useful life of an aero engine.62

The aim of this study is to propose two deep learning models with dif-63

ferent data pre-processing steps using a combination of CNNs and RNNs64

for PI detection. Prior work in this area focused on detecting pre-ignitions65

using stacked CNNs and RNNs from data of 1681 signals from an on-board66

electric control unit (ECU) [12]. The novel contributions of this study are as67

follows. First, a comprehensive experimental dataset is obtained covering a68

wide range of operating conditions corresponding to different frequencies of69

PI events, thereby making the proposed models more comprehensive. Sec-70

ond, the deep learning models developed herein are trained on signals from71

low resolution and low cost lambda and exhaust back pressure (EBP) sen-72

sors, instead of high resolution and high cost in-cylinder combustion sensors.73

Finally, the DL model’s performance is validated on a highly imbalanced74

data set that imitates realistic cases where PI events make up less than 1%75

of all combustion cycles.76

2. Experiments77

This work is based on new experiments conducted in an AVL single cylin-78

der research engine. A small portion of this data set was published in a79

previous work studying mechanisms of triggering pre-ignition in engines [13].80

The details of the engine hardware are provided in [13, 14, 15]. In brief,81

the engine consists of four valves (two intake valves and two exhaust valves)82

and centrally mounted spark plug and 6-hole direct injector.Properties of83

the Euro V Coryton Gasoline used for the experiments are given in Table 1.84

Experiments were conducted at 2000 rpm and stoichiometric air-fuel ratio,85
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as measured by a lambda sensor 10 cm downstream of the exhaust valve.86

The coolant and water jacket temperatures were fixed at 80 ◦C, and the en-87

gine was operated at a steady state. A wide range of exhaust back pressure88

sensors were used to have a robust dataset for the proposed model. An elec-89

tronically controlled butterfly throttle valve was used to control the exhaust90

pressure. At a fixed air mass flow rate, the exhaust pressure was systemat-91

ically decreased from 2.6 bar maximum to atmospheric pressure (fully open92

exhaust throttle). This led to a decrease in the intake air pressure. The in-93

take air temperature was increased to compensate for this reduction in intake94

pressure (25 ◦C at maximum exhaust back pressure to 127 ◦C at fully open95

exhaust throttle). The resulting operating conditions are therefore a simul-96

taneous increase of exhaust pressure and decrease of intake air temperature97

to maintain a fixed intake air pressure of 1.9 bar. The operating conditions98

are given by Figure 1. A total of 45,000 cycles were recorded for each oper-99

ating condition shown in Figure 1. The details on the engine configuration,100

operating conditions and location of injectors are provided in the Supplemen-101

tary Material. The data used from the experimental campaign for the deep

Figure 1: Operating conditions considered for the experimental data used for model de-

velopment.

102
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learning model include measurements from the lambda sensor and exhaust103

back pressure sensors. The exhaust back pressure sensor is a water-cooled104

low pressure sensor LP12DA with an accuracy of 0.025 full scale offset error.105

The engine operation throughout the experiments is at stoichiometric air-fuel106

ratio (lambda =1). A Bosch LSU 4.2 wideband lambda sensor was used. The107

accuracy at lambda = 1, in terms of measured current, was observed to be108

1.016 ± 0.007 mA. The pressure data is acquired at 0.5 Crank Angle Degree109

while the lambda data is acquired at 1 Crank Angle Degree resolution. Data110

from a total of 221,600 combustion cycles were extracted and analyzed using111

an open source cross-platform GPL tool for the analysis of internal combus-112

tion engine data, known as Catool, in MATLAB. The complete data set used113

in this study and is provided in the Supplementary Material.114

Research octane number (RON) 97.5

Motor octane number (MON) 86.6

Specific Gravity (SG) 0.7485

Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 42.4

Aromatics (% v/v) 30.5

Olefins (% v/v) 8.2

Ethanol (% v/v) 5.0

Table 1: Properties of the Coryton Gasoline used in this study.

3. Supervised Classification Problem115

The detection of PI events was formulated as supervised binary classifi-116

cation task. Imagine that the deep learning model is built to classify input117

signals of combustion cycles as containing either PI and regular combustion118

events. In this form of learning, each data set collected from the experiments119

is processed to generate an input array of features with its associated category120
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or class. As a binary classification task, two classes are possible: PI, further121

referred to as positive samples, and regular combustion, i.e., negative sam-122

ples. The approach is a fully supervised machine learning approach, meaning123

each input array is pre-labeled with its corresponding category (positive or124

negative event).125

Criteria for defining pre-ignition. To pre-label the input data with

its corresponding class, the criteria for defining PI is first developed. Com-

mon practices to define PI events are based on peak cylinder pressure, knock

intensity, or the start of combustion. The start of combustion marker is usu-

ally denoted by CA05, the crankshaft angle, at which 5 % of the total mass

fraction is burnt (MFB). Since pre-ignition is characterized by early combus-

tion phasing, PI events correspond to outliers in the distribution of CA05

values of all combustion cycles. In this study, a robust statistical method

is used to compute the mean and standard deviation of CA05 distribution

across all cycles, and thus pre-ignition cycles are defined as samples falling

outside the threshold value of CA05 given by Eq.(1) [16]:

PI ≤ mean(CA05) − 4.7 ∗ std(CA05) (1)

CA05 values were computed from the in-cylinder pressure sensor data, which126

were further used as reference values to evaluate models’ performance. The127

presence of pre-ignition events skews the mean and standard deviation of128

CA05 distribution, but our robust statistical approach is not affected by129

extreme values and can reveal more PI events than standard methods. Figure130

2 illustrates the robust method with a threshold value of CA05 at 21 for PI131

events.132
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Figure 2: Definition of pre-ignition events using robust statistical method.

4. Data pre-processing133

Data representation and quality are important factors affecting the suc-134

cess of machine learning algorithms. Data pre-processing includes feature135

extraction and selection, dimensionality reduction, normalization, and trans-136

formation of data into an appropriate shape. Data pre-processing was per-137

formed as follows.138

Step 1: Input interval. The detection of pre-ignition is based on139

analysis of multivariate time series data, which is a sequence of real numbers140

representing values from lambda and exhaust pressure sensors. These two141

parameters were recorded at each crank angle degree, or more frequently, in142

the interval from -360 to +360 CAD. Although the signals were averaged143

over each crank angle degree, the dataset is made up of a high dimensional144

space with 1440 features. The most informative interval from +125 to +225145

CAD was chosen as an input for the model.146

Step 2: Principal Component Analysis (PCA). To further re-147

move irrelevant features, principal component analysis, which is widely used148

dimensionality-reduction tool, was performed on the training dataset for149

lambda and exhaust back pressure sensor data, separately. Figures 3 and150

4 depict 2D and 3D plots of exhaust pressure data projection of 15000 cycles151

on its two and three principal components (PCs), respectively. Both graphs152
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show reasonable separability between regular combustion (black circles) and153

pre-ignition (red circles) cycles. After PCA, the number of features for the154

two variables were decreased from 202 to 13 dimensions only with 98 % and155

99 % explained variance for lambda and EBP, respectively.156

Figure 3: Projection of exhaust pressure data onto 2 principal components (PCs).

Figure 4: Projection of exhaust pressure data onto 3 principal components (PCs).

Step 3: Train and test split. Data from each experiment was sepa-157

rated into training and validation (80%) and test (20%) sets. Twenty percent158

of the training set was used as validation data. The training set was used for159

fitting the weights of the deep learning model. The validation dataset was160

monitored while determining hyperparameters, optimal number of layers,161

nodes, and learning rate. The test set was used to assess the generalization162

error. Train and test set details are shown in Table 2.163

Step 4: Normalization and under-sampling. Input data was nor-164

malized using a min-max scaler to accelerate the learning process. Scaling165
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Count/Set Training and validation Test

of all cycles 177206 44390

of pre-ignition cycles 1295 350

Table 2: Training, validation and test data sets for PI detection.

was performed on the training set and then applied to the test set. After-166

wards, the data was shuffled to further enhance model generalization. The167

detection of pre-ignition is based on comparison of two consecutive com-168

bustion cycles, thus, the data of two cycles are stacked together to predict169

the category of the last cycle. 2D data was reshaped into 3D for further170

processing in a CNN, a process known as data mini-batching. In order to171

reduce strong class imbalance, an under sampling technique, when only some172

portion of negative samples is sub-sampled to the training set, was used in173

model training. Based on the hypotheses that PI can be the result of pre-174

vious combustion cycles and that PI might appear in the subsequent cycles,175

the main criteria for under-sampling was set to keep 3 cycles prior to and176

after PI. This approach allows to include negative samples closest to PI that177

can be similar to the actual positive events, thus, the classifier should per-178

form better and not produce many false positives. The remaining negative179

samples out of this range were removed randomly, however, a substantial180

amount of negative events was preserved in the training set in order to have181

a fair representation of negative class population. After the under-sampling,182

the actual data set comprised of 89204 normal combustion cycles and 1295183

pre-ignition cycles.184
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5. DNN for PI detection185

This article describes two deep learning models trained and validated with186

same dataset using two different pre-processing steps. Section 5.1 first pro-187

vides details on the network architecture and training parameters of Model I188

that used the output of PCA as input. Model I uses reduced input features189

assuming that PCA is effective in removing redundant dimensions and pre-190

serving the most informative ones. Model II uses the complete time series191

data, not pre-processed with PCA and not transformed to lower dimensional192

array, as input. The motivation for using the second model is to test an193

end-to-end learning approach by directly processing time series signal in-194

puts without any pre-processing. Sequential models, which are internally195

represented as linearly stacked layers, were built using the Keras library196

(http://keras.io), a neural net Python library that can run on top of the197

popular TensorFlow backend [17].198

5.1. Network architecture199

Model I: PCA input. The final architecture of the first model is illus-200

trated in Figure 5. The input to the network is a 3D tensor of size N×2×13,201

where N corresponds to the number of cycles to process, 2 for the 2 consec-202

utive cycles for each detection, and 13 for the PCA features. The network203

consists of 3 stages: convolutional, recurrent, and fully connected (FC). The204

convolutional layers learn how to convert the features of each pair of samples205

into a high-dimensional space to further facilitate classification. The job of206

the recurrent layers is to model the potential interaction between consecutive207

samples in our time-series data. Finally, the FC layers are in charge of classi-208
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fying the final features into either positive or negative. In total, the network209

consists of 6 layers in depth. The number of layers was chosen using thor-210

ough hyper-parameter search. The output of the last fully connected layer211

is fed to a 2-way softmax activation function, which produces a probability212

distribution over the 2 class labels.213

Figure 5: Best network architecture found by random search for Model I.

Through hyper-parameter search, we also chose the different parameters214

at each layer. We use 3 convolutional layers, each with filter depth of 16, 32,215

and 64 respectively. The convolutions were Conv1D, applied across the pairs216

of samples. Additionally, each convolution layer is followed by the typical217

Rectified-linear (ReLU) non-linearity. We apply only 1 recurrent layer, using218

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells with 128 hidden states. Finally, we219

add 2 FC layers with 16 and 2 filters respectively. The overall number of220

parameters in this network is 163418, of which 162522 are trainable.221

Model II: Time series input. The final network architecture of Model222

II is illustrated in Figure 6. This network is fed with 202 dimensional input223

data, 101 features for each measured parameter. In comparison to the pre-224

vious architecture, several modifications were implemented in architecture225

of Model II to match the time-series input, which has higher number of di-226

mensions than the PCA output. First, two more convolutional layers were227

added and the number of filters in each layer were increased: Conv1D layers228
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have 256, 128, 64, 32 and 16 filters; and one more LSTM layer was added to229

improve the performance of the model significantly. Overall, the depth of the230

network for time series input was increased to achieve optimal performance;231

in total, the network has 197332 parameters, 196330 are trainable.

Figure 6: Best network architecture found by random search for Model II.

232

Training on highly imbalanced classes, such as regular combustion events233

and PI events, makes model over-fitting a problem. Therefore, conventional234

‘regularization by training’ methods were used to prevent over-fitting. Batch235

normalization (BN) layers follow all convolutional layers, wherein normal-236

ization and convolutional layers are connected to one another without any237

intervening pooling layers. BN layers perform dynamical normalization of238

inputs on a per mini-batch basis and reduce the so-called internal covariance239

shift. Besides, BN layers dynamically learn the sample mean and standard240

deviation in each batch, which accelerates the model training [18]. Dropouts241

were also incorporated after each layer of the network. Dropouts randomly242

remove a specified percentage of weights, thereby introducing noise into the243

neural network, and forcing the model to learn to generalize well enough to244

deal with the noise [19].245

The network architectures for both models are reported after optimization246

of hyper-parameters. The hyper-parameters were tuned on the following pa-247
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rameters: number of layers, filter size, kernel size, hidden state size, learning248

rate, minibatch size, and dropout percentage after each layer. The mod-249

els’ with the optimal performance were searched by randomly sampling each250

hyperparameter from its statistical distribution provided. The selection of251

the ’best’ model’s performance is based on the validation loss; this implies252

that the model configuration with the minimum validation loss is selected253

as optimal. The tuning was performed using a random search [20] approach254

by running experiments on 4 GPU machines. As a result of an exhaustive255

search, Model II was found to perform better with the greater number of lay-256

ers, whereas Model I requires less number of trainable parameters to achieve257

optimal performance. This conclusion was drawn from the result that train-258

ing Model I with more complex architecture leads to overfitting and doesn’t259

improve the performance of the classifier.260

5.2. Model metrics261

Each model’s performance was quantified by Precision, Recall, and F1262

score, which are extensively used metrics in binary classification problems.263

Precision (Eq. (2)) evaluates the accuracy of prediction of positive events,264

whereas recall (Eq. (3)) assesses the sensitivity of the model to negative265

events. The F1 score Eq. (4) measures trade-off between precision and recall.266

Precision =
TruePositives

TruePositives + FalsePositives
(2)

Recall =
TruePositives

TruePositives + FalseNegatives
(3)

F1 score = 2 ∗
Precision ∗Recall

Precision + Recall
(4)
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6. Results and Discussion267

6.1. Optimization learning curves268

Figures 7 and 8 depict the learning process (y-axis) over time, or number269

of iterations (x-axis), evaluated for the training and validation for Model I270

and Model II, respectively. The optimization learning curve is based on an271

estimate of the average objective function, also known as loss function, the272

metric by which weights of the model are optimized. In Figure 7, Model I’s273

loss function for the training set stops decreasing after 200 epochs. Model274

I’s validation loss keeps decreasing during training, which illustrates that the275

models succeeded in generalizing pre-ignition patterns. In Figure 8, Model276

II’s training loss decreases during training, but its validation loss does not277

decrease as much as Model I.278

Figure 7: Binary cross-entropy loss of Model I for training and validation data sets.

Figure 8: Binary cross-entropy loss of Model II for training and validation data sets.
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6.2. Performance on the test set279

After training, the performance of each model was assessed on the test set.280

This tests the ability of the model to detect PI events in samples that were281

not seen during training and validation. Both models were tested against the282

same test set containing 44,290 cycles, of which 350 are PI cycles. The ability283

of a binary classifier to discriminate between PI and normal events can be284

evaluated using a Receiving Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve. A ROC285

shows how the number of correctly classified positive samples (True Positive286

rate) varies with the number of incorrectly classified negative samples (False287

Positive rate). The area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) is an important288

performance metric: the closer the area is to 1, the greater the accuracy of289

a classifier. Figure 9 shows ROC curves for Model I with AUC=0.998 and290

Model II with AUC=0.992, which indicates good capability of both classifiers291

to distinguish between two classes.

Figure 9: Comparison of area under curve of the Receiving Operating Characteristic

(AUC-ROC) for Model I and II.

292

The model predictions on the test set are presented in the form of a293

confusion matrix, also known as an error matrix, which is a table of four294

different combinations of predicted and actual values. Table 3 and 4 show295

confusion matrices of the test sets using Model I and II, respectively. The296

threshold probability for the classifier was set at 0.85 (probability of positive297
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class). The results of the performance analysis on the test set in terms of298

precision/recall metrics, F1 score, AUC-ROC and training parameters are299

reported in Table 5.300

Actual condition

Total population:

44290

Positives:

350

Negatives:

43940

Predicted

condition

Positives:

401

True Positives False Positives

298 103

Negatives:

43889

False Negatives True Negatives

52 43837

Table 3: Confusion matrix for test data set using Model I.

Actual condition

Total population:

44290

Positives:

350

Negatives:

43940

Predicted

condition

Positives:

434

True Positives False Positives

294 140

Negatives:

43856

False Negatives True Negatives

56 43800

Table 4: Confusion matrix for test data set using Model II

Model
Precision

(%)

Recall

(%)

F1

score (%)

AUC

ROC

Training

parameters

I 74.31 85.14 79 0.998 162522

II 67.7 84 75 0.992 196330

Table 5: Performance comparison of Model I and II on the test set using F1 score, precision,

recall, AUC-ROC and training parameters.

Model I achieves the higher precision and recall, 74.31% and 85.14 %,301

respectively, resulting in a higher F1 score of 79 %. Since the aim is to max-302

imize the prediction of true positive events, i.e. high recall, the precision of303
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74.31% can be considered as sufficiently high value for such a strongly im-304

balanced dataset as in this case. Also, Model I shows greater capability to305

differentiate between two classes with AUC-ROC of 0.998. Model I correctly306

detects 85.14% of all PI events and misclassifies only 0.2% of regular com-307

bustion cycles as PI events (False Positives). With a recall of 84 % Model308

II demonstrates a similar recall as Model I , but it shows lower precision by309

7% and falsely detects 140 PIs. Thus, Model I with less number of training310

parameters outperforms Model II on all evaluation metrics.311

We observed improved results when using PCA pre-processed data as in-312

put into Model I. This is due to two main reasons. First, when using the313

complete 101 dimensional interval of EBP and lambda signals, irrelevant fea-314

tures mislead the network during training. The better performance of Model315

I proves that PCA extracts statistically relevant features for the detection316

of PI patterns. Second, taking into account the larger number of input fea-317

tures for time-series data, the number of network parameters in Model II318

is increased. The bigger model size leads to over fitting, and the ability to319

generalize is decreased.320

Nonetheless, two aspects are essential to be mentioned here. First, the321

best model shows a maximum precision of 74 % with a certain amount of the322

negative samples predicted as positives. As a result of the under-sampling323

technique, 50-60% of negative cycles were removed from the data set, which324

causes some relevant negative samples to be eliminated from the training325

process. This leads to an inability of the classifier to detect negative sam-326

ples, thereby lowering precision. Second, the implementation of the model327

is restricted by memory available and the amount of training time that can328
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be tolerated. Less complex models could be preferred over a combination of329

CNNs and RNNs to reduce model complexity.330

7. Conclusion and Future work331

In this study, a deep learning approach was developed to use data from332

a lambda sensor, which is available in all vehicles, and a low resolution EBP333

sensor, to detect PI events, for deployment in on-road PI monitoring. We334

presented two deep neural network architectures based on the following prin-335

ciples:336

1. Learning from pre-processed data with reduced dimensions projected337

onto principal components338

2. End-to-end learning from raw time-series input.339

It is notable that PCA effectively removes redundant features, thereby pro-340

viding a simpler model with a smaller number of trainable parameters. Model341

I outperforms Model II, which has greater number of filters and recurrent342

layers, learning from 202-dimensional time-series input. Although Model I343

requires an additional step in the data pre-processing, which is the dimen-344

sionality reduction of time-series input, the PCA was performed only once345

on the training set; the test set was projected onto the basis vectors (PCA346

matrix) of the training data, this operation is one matrix-matrix multipli-347

cation, therefore this step is not computationally expensive. The simpler348

Model I lowers computational time, which is required given the short time349

scale available for detection in real world engine applications.350

In the future work, the proposed method should be extended over a wider351

range of operating conditions and various engine hardware configurations.352

20



Ultimately, we would like to use deep learning networks with more sophisti-353

cated feature selection and dimensionality reduction tools to predict PI events354

early in the combustion cycle. By analogy to PCA, the method of decompo-355

sition of the fourth order joint momentum tensor and computing its principle356

components, known as kurtosis analysis, could be useful in advancing data357

pre-processing to reveal features relevant for early PI prediction.358
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